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has been demonstrated by Wein (1988) and Glassey and
Resende (1988).
Since 1970s, a number of release control methodologies have been developed and investigated. These methodologies can be generally classified into two categories:
open-loop and closed-loop release methodologies. Openloop release methodologies make release decisions regardless of any current system information; release is usually
scheduled based on exogenous information such as prediction and demand; and the release time is not modified according to what is happening in the production process. For
example, a widely used open-loop release methodology is
to start a certain amount of new jobs into the facility after a
certain time interval, which is referred to as uniform release (UNIF) in this paper. In contrast, closed-loop release
control methodologies take into account the dynamic shop
floor information according to their specific objectives.
The majority of the existing closed-loop release methodologies adopt the idea of “WIP cap” (Hopp and Spearman
2000) to control the start of new jobs by limiting the workload. There are generally three methods to set the workload
limitation relating to three levels of aggregation. The first
method is to limit the load of the overall shop floor. The
representative of this kind of release methodologies is
CONWIP proposed by Spearman, Woodruff, and Hopp
(1990), which is to maintain a constant WIP level by starting new jobs whenever the WIP level has fallen below a
specific level. The second way is to only consider the
workload of bottleneck workstation based on the Theory of
Constraints (TOC). Workload Regulating (WR) proposed
by Wein (1988) belongs to this category, and is widely discussed and compared for semiconductor manufacturing
environment. The third type of load limited release methodology is to limit the workload for each workstation in the

ABSTRACT
This paper presents a new job release methodology,
WIPLOAD Control, especially in semiconductor wafer
fabrication environment. The performance of the proposed
methodology is evaluated in a simulation study on a simplified wafer fabrication model, in comparison with other
existing release control methodologies. A case study is also
conducted by simulating a real-life wafer fabrication facility. Based on the experimental results, it appears that
WIPLOAD Control is a reliable job release methodology,
which can efficiently reduce average cycle time and standard deviation of cycle time for a given throughput level,
especially with the increase of system congestion level and
system variability caused by stochastic events such as machine unreliability or processing time variability.
1 INTRODUCTION
Job release control is an essential part of scheduling issue,
which determines the type, amount and time point of release of new jobs into a manufacturing facility. Although it
can be applied in a more general manufacturing environment, job release control is emerging as an important research topic in semiconductor manufacturing, given the
complexity and cost of modern wafer fabrications. The
overall semiconductor manufacturing flow can be generally divided into four stages: wafer fabrication, wafer
probe, assembly or packaging, and final test. This research
focuses on wafer fabrication as it is the most technologically complex and capital-intensive phase among all the
processes. The facility where wafer fabrication takes place
is commonly referred to as a wafer fab. The significant impact of job release control on the wafer fab performance
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production line. A typical way is to set an upper bound
workload threshold for each workstation; a job is released
only if no machine on the job’s path will be loaded over its
threshold (Philipoom, Malhotra, and Jensen 1993); this
method is referred to as StnLoad in this paper.
This paper presents a new closed-loop release methodology, WIPLOAD Control (WIPLCtrl), which is a shop
load limited release methodology. We conduct a simulation
experimental investigation to evaluate the performance of
WIPLCtrl in comparison with that of CONWIP, WR,
StnLoad, and UNIF, in terms of throughput (TH), average
cycle time (CTAVG), and standard deviation of cycle time
(CTSTD).
In section 2, WIPLCtrl is introduced. It is followed by
a simulation study on a simplified wafer fab in section 3. In
section 4, a case study considering a real-life wafer fab is
presented. The conclusions are discussed in section 5.

scribed level. This methodology is referred to as
WIPLOAD Control (WIPLCtrl), which is depicted by the
framework shown in Figure 1.
As the controllable variable in this framework, L (t ) is
updated in real time by information system when a new job
is released or when an operation step is completed on a
workstation. Given a reference WIPLOAD level, L , the
feedback calculation is performed to compute the difference between L and L (t ) . The release decision is determined based on this difference to maintain system
WIPLOAD at L . According to this principle, a job release
controller is designed and described in the form of flow
chart (see Figure 2).

2 WIPLOAD CONTROL
The notations used to describe WIPLCtrl are given as follows:
i
: workstation i
i 1, ..., k
: part type m m 1, ..., M
m
Jm

: the total number of operations for part m

j, j '

: an operation step

m( j )

: the j step in the route of part m
: time
: processing time of operation step m ( j ')

t

Pm ( j ')
Rm ( j )
L

Wm ( j ) (t )

j, j '

Figure 1. Framework of WIPLCtrl

1, ..., J m

th

: remaining processing time for job undergoing
operation m ( j )
: reference WIPLOAD level
: the number of jobs undergoing m ( j ) at time
t

: system WIPLOAD level at time t
: difference between L and L (t ) at time t
We define a new measure: system WIPLOAD, to
measure the overall workload on shop floor, as the sum of
the remaining processing times of all the jobs on the shop
floor (see Equation 1). WIPLOAD is dynamic workload
measure changing with the processing status of the jobs
that are already in process.
L (t )
e (t )

M

L (t )

3 SIMULATION EXPERIMENTAL STUDY

Jm

¦ ¦W

m( j)

m 1

Figure 2. Release decision making process of WIPLCtrl

(t ) x Rm ( j )

(1)

A simulation study is conducted using AutoSchedTM AP to
evaluate the performance of WIPLCtrl. Below we discuss
the results of this simulation study that illustrate some of
the advantages of WIPLCtrl in comparison with CONWIP,
WR, StnLoad and UNIF.

j 1

where
Jm

Rm ( j )

¦P

m ( j ')

(2)

j' j

To smooth out the fluctuation of the workload on shop
floor, one simeple way to control the release process based
on WIPLOAD is to maintain system WIPLOAD at a pre-
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3.1

Model Description
Part
1

There are 7 kinds of key operations in a typical wafer fab
as depicted by Figure 3, which can each include multiple
sub-steps that take place on different machines. Production
of a particular type of circuit requires a specific sequence
of processing steps, with unique processing times at each
step for the product type.

2

3

4

5
Figure 3: Basic operations in Wafer Fab
Since wafers of pure silicon are imprinted with tens or
even hundreds of integrated circuits in dozens of layers, the
sequence of processing steps in a wafer fab requires individual lots to revisit certain workstations numerous times
at different steps. In between such visits, a number of other
workstations may be visited. This kind of process is known
as reentrant flow. For example, a wafer may have to visit
the lithography workstation more than ten times to have all
layers of circuitry fabricated. Reentrant processing is one
of the distinguishing characteristics that make wafer fab
different from traditional manufacturing.
A simulation model of a simplified wafer fab is studied using AutoSchedTM AP. The model consists of 7 single machine workstations, which correspond to the 7 basic
operations involved in a typical wafer fab. The system can
process 5 part types. Table 1 summarizes partial characteristics of the model including the function of the workstation, the number of reentries, and the processing time
per step on the workstation for each part type. Table 2
shows the routes of the part types produced.
Table 1: Simplified Wafer Fab model
Part 1
Part 2
Part 3
Part 4
STN
R
P
R
P
R
P
R
P
CL
4
6.5
6 11.1 5
8.4
6
6.0
DF
3
6.9
4 11.5 4 15.0
3 12.0
LT
4 10.0
9
7.4 5 14.4
5
6.0
ET
4
8.8
3 13.1 4 13.5
4 12.0
IM
1 18.8
4
6.8 2 18.0
4
7.5
FL
1 35.3
2 30.0 2 27.0
3 10.0
ME
6
2.6 14
1.3 6
5.0 12
2.5
R: Number of reentrant processes on the workstation.
P: Processing time (min) for each operations.

Part 5
R
P
8
4.5
6
9.0
5
7.2
8
6.0
2 15.0
3 16.0
10
4.2
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Table 2: Processing routes
Route
CLĺDFĺLTĺMEĺETĺCLĺDFĺIMĺETĺ
DFĺLTĺMEĺCLĺFLĺLTĺMEĺETĺCLĺ
MEĺLTĺMEĺETĺME
DFĺLTĺMEĺCLĺLTĺMEĺIMĺCLĺMEĺ
DFĺLTĺMEĺIMĺCLĺLTĺMEĺDFĺCLĺ
MEĺDFĺLTĺMEĺIMĺCLĺMEĺLTĺMEĺ
IMĺETĺCLĺMEĺFLĺLTĺMEĺETĺLTĺ
MEĺFLĺLTĺMEĺETĺME
CLĺDFĺLTĺMEĺETĺCLĺDFĺLTĺIMĺ
ETĺDFĺLTĺMEĺIMĺCLĺDFĺLTĺCLĺ
FLĺLTĺMEĺETĺCLĺMEĺFLĺMEĺETĺ
ME
CLĺLTĺMEĺIMĺCLĺMEĺDFĺLTĺMEĺ
IMĺCLĺETĺLTĺMEĺDFĺCLĺMEĺDFĺ
LTĺMEĺIMĺCLĺMEĺFLĺLTĺMEĺIMĺ
ETĺCLĺMEĺFLĺMEĺETĺMEĺFLĺETĺ
ME
CLĺDFĺLTĺMEĺETĺCLĺDFĺLTĺMEĺ
ETĺCLĺDFĺIMĺETĺDFĺLTĺMEĺCLĺ
DFĺIMĺETĺDFĺLTĺMEĺCLĺFLĺLTĺ
MEĺETĺCLĺMEĺFLĺMEĺETĺCLĺMEĺ
ETĺCLĺMEĺFLĺETĺME

The assumptions of this simplified wafer fab model include:
y All the workstations are single-machine workstations.
y For each part type, the mean processing time on a specific workstation is identical for different reentrant
steps.
y Each machine can process only one lot at a time.
y Each machine is not reliable and subject to failures.
Only unscheduled machine failures are considered.
The time to failure and time to repair for each machine are assumed to be exponentially distributed.
The mean-time-to-failure (MTTF) is assumed to be
500 minutes. The value of mean-time-to-repair
(MTTR) is determined based on the machine availability level considered.
y The machine availability levels of each machine is
identical, which are computed according to
A MTTF /( MTTF  MTTR ) .
y Setup times are included in the processing times.
y Transportation time between workstations is not considered.
y Workpieces are not destroyed or rejected at any workstation in the line. Rework is not considered.
y There are no human errors made during the processing
and issues with regard to operators are not considered.
y All of the processing steps are performed on a lot of
wafers.
y Dispatching rule used for all the machines is First In
First Out (FIFO).
y The initial level of WIP inventory in the system is set
equal to zero. The output data during the warm-up pe-
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riod are discarded as the data in the transient state.
Only the data obtained after the system gets steady
are used for performance analysis.
3.2

y

Model Verification and Justification
3.3

The computer program is checked and debugged in steps to
verify the simulation model. In addition, the technique of
“trace” is employed, which is one of the most powerful
techniques that can be used to debug a discrete-event simulation program (Law and Kelton 2000). For instance, considering the single part type case, 6 lots of part type 1 are
simultaneously released into the system at the beginning of
a simulation run, then the operation events on these lots are
traced. The event tracing record is compared to the expected event schedule. Table 3 shows partial trace data of
the released lots. The model verification is confirmed since
the achieved event schedule is coincident with the intended
one.

LOT-1-1
LOT-1-1
…
LOT-1-2
LOT-1-2
LOT-1-2

…

01/01/03
00:00:00
01/01/03
00:06:30
01/01/03
00:13:24
…
01/01/03
00:00:00
01/01/03
00:06:30
01/01/03
00:13:00

01/01/03
00:06:30
01/01/03
00:13:24
01/01/03
00:23:24
…
01/01/03
00:06:30
01/01/03
00:13:00
01/01/03
00:13:24

…

…

6.50

Proc

1

CL

6.90

Proc

2

DF

10.0

Proc

3

LT

…

…

…

…

6.50

Wait

1

CL

6.50

Proc

1

CL

0.42

Wait

2

DF

…

…

…

…

Warm-Up Period

Only the steady-state output data are used for performance
analysis in this simulation. To determine the length of
warm-up period, Welch's procedure (Welch 1983) is utilized, which is the simplest and most general technique for
determining warm-up period (Law and Kelton 2000).
Welch's procedure is based on making a certain number of
replications of a simulation; after calculating the average
process of these replications, the moving average of the
average process will be computed and plotted; then warmup period is chosen beyond which the moving average appears to have converged.
The observed system performances are the distribution
of WIP (in terms of hours) and the distribution of cycle
time in different cases. Here a single part type (Part 1) case
is considered as an illustration, in which the machine availability level is 90%. The adopted release methodology is
CONWIP. The reference WIP level of CONWIP is 77
hours, under which the system is operating at a relatively
high throughput level.
Figure 4 depicts the observed history of WIP and cycle
time. The moving average for cycle time with a period of
200 hours is plotted to smooth out the oscillations in the
cycle time history. Note that it is better to choose the
length of warm-up period too large rather than too small
(Law and Kelton 2000). Therefore the first 400 hours are
set as the warm-up period. It is observed that 400 hours is
also a long enough warm-up period in all the other cases.
Only the data obtained after the warm-up period are used
for performance analysis.

Table 3: Partial trace data for model verification
Event
Event
Time
Entity
State Step STN
Start
End
(min)
LOT-1-1

In the course of creating the simulation model, the industrial engineers of Chartered Semiconductor Manufacturing (Chartered) have contributed their suggestions and comments on how to take account of
practical issues in the simulation study.

Although the constructed simulation models are not
models of specific existing systems, they are built based on
the knowledge of real-life wafer fabs. To increase the
model validity and credibility, several issues are considered in the process of building the simulation model.
y Most data used to describe the workstations and the
processing steps of the products are simplified based
on the real-life processes in wafer fabs. The purpose
of simplification is to avoid complicating the issue by
the interactive factors of the system.
y The relevant simulation studies presented in the literature are referred to. For example, when the machine
unreliability is considered, exponential distribution is
adopted to describe the time to failure and time to repair since it is considered to be reasonable to assume
the random machine failures to be exponentially distributed in the relevant simulation studies carried out
using wafer fab models (Wein 1988; Glassey and Resende 1988; Kim, Leachman, and Suh 1996).

3.4

System Factors Considered

A manufacturing system is subject to continuous change
due to various stochastic factors. One of the major purposes of improving production control policies is to enhance the capability to make effective response to these
stochastic factors so that the system can operate in a desired state. Therefore, to evaluate the effects of release
control methodologies, three sources of system variability
contained in most manufacturing systems are considered in
this simulation study including product mix, machine
unreliability, and processing time variability. Considering
the impact of system congestion level, 5 throughput levels
are considered for each case.
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3.4.2 Product Mix
Product mix is one of the most significant issues that cause
difficulties to manufacturing systems control. The steps to
produce a wafer of different technologies and different wafer types could be very different. As a result, the machine
utilization levels are constantly changing with the change
of product mix. In particular, the system bottleneck machine may shift with the change of product mix, especially
for the perspective of short-term production control. In order to assess the impact of product mix on the relative effect of release control methodologies, three product mix
scenarios are considered in this simulation study including
single part type (Part 1), a 50-50 mix of two part types
(Part 1 and Part 2), and a five-part type case (Parts 1--5)
with an equal proportion for each part. Note that for a long
time period, the bottleneck workstation of this simplified
wafer fab model is relatively deterministic at lithography
workstation (LT) in these three scenarios.

(a) WIP distribution

3.4.3 Machine Unreliability
Wafer fab requires many highly sophisticated machines.
Besides the periodic maintenance, these machines may also
jam, work improperly, or cease working altogether and
have to be serviced, and this is called unscheduled maintenance or a breakdown. In contrast to other types of manufacturing, a significant amount of time is spent in scheduled and unscheduled maintenance of machines in wafer
fab (Hogg and Fowler 1991). In this simulation study, only
the unpredictable machine breakdown is considered. The
time to failure and time to repair for each machine are assumed to be exponentially distributed. The MTTF is fixed
to 500 minutes. Two levels of machine availabilities are
tested, which are 90% and 80%. Note that machine breakdown with a longer MTTR can bring more variability into
the system than the one with a shorter MTTR.

(b) Cycle time and moving average
Figure 4: Determination of warm-up period
3.4.1 Job Release Control Methodologies
The evaluated job release methodologies include:
y UNIF: New jobs are released into the system with a
constant rate, one every X minutes. The value of X is
determined according to the expected throughout rate.
y CONWIP: Maintain system WIP level at a constant
level. New jobs cannot begin on the line until the WIP
has fallen below the specified level.
y WR: Control the workload level of the bottleneck
workstation. A new job is released into the system
whenever the total amount of remaining work in the
system for the bottleneck workstation falls below a
prescribed level.
y StnLoad: Set an upper workload bound for each workstation. At the beginning of every shift, the jobs waiting to be released are checked according to their priority. A new job is released if the target workload
level of any workstation will not be exceeded.
y WIPLCtrl: Prescribe a reference WIPLOAD level. A
new job is released when this reference WIPLOAD is
not exceeded.

3.4.4 Processing Time Variability
The processing time variability is also an important source
of randomness in manufacturing systems. Two levels of
processing time variability are considered in this simulation, i.e. the processing time is deterministic or is uniformly distributed with an offset of 10% of the mean value
on both sides.
3.4.5 System Congestion Level
In order to observe the impact of system congestion level
on the relative effect of the tested release methodologies,
for each experimental case, the average cycle time and the
standard deviation of cycle time are collected under five
throughput levels. The motivation to consider different
throughput levels is that the relative effect of release meth-
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standard deviation of cycle time simultaneously for a certain throughput level. This is mainly because a closed-loop
release methodology is able to adjust the release decision
responding to the stochastic events such as machine failures. As stated by Gilland (2002), although closed-loop
methodologies introduce variability into the release process,
this variability is correlated with the production variability
in a beneficial manner. It is also observed that the improvement by controlled release process becomes more
significant with the increase of system congestion level (i.e.
higher throughput level). In other words control of release
process plays a more significant role when the manufacturing system is operating on a high congestion level. This is
important because the throughput level of interest in a reallife wafer fab are usually high for the purpose of adequately utilizing the system capacity. However, care must
be taken on the choice of release control methodology. We
can observe from the experimental results that the performance of StnLoad is worse than that of UNIF in case 1
when a single part type situation is considered.
Among the evaluated closed-loop release methodologies, WIPLCtrl performs the best in most of the tested scenarios. We can observe that manufacturing system environmental conditions influence the relative performance of
release control methodologies. For example, in case 1,
WIPLCtrl significantly outperforms CONWIP, WR and
StnLoad in terms of both mean and variance of cycle time
for all the throughput levels. When the product mix is introduced in cases 2 and 3, the system bottleneck (LT) becomes more critical relative to case 1. In these settings, the
improvements of WIPLCtrl over WR become less significant especially for average cycle time. The reason is probably that for a system with an explicit bottleneck, the major
part of system WIPLOAD is created by the jobs queuing in
front of the bottleneck machine. In other words the workload of the bottleneck machine is close to the value of system WIPLOAD. However, by efficiently compensating
more system disturbances, WIPLCtrl significantly reduces
the standard deviation of cycle time for all the tested cases.
Based on the system configuration of case 3, a higher level
of variability caused by machine failure is considered in
case 4, and the processing time variability is further introduced in case 5. By observing the results of these 3 cases,
we should notice that WIPLCtrl shows consistent improvements on both the mean and the standard deviation of
cycle time with the increase of system variability.
WR works better than CONWIP and StnLoad especially on average cycle time because the long-term bottleneck of the system is relatively deterministic in all the
tested cases. CONWIP leads to satisfactory improvements
on standard deviation of cycle time. The benefit of
StnLoad can be observed when the system is operating at a
relatively high throughput level.
.

odologies always depends upon the congestion level of the
system.
3.5

Evaluation Methodology

To evaluate the effects of the considered factors, the performance criteria employed in this study include the average cycle time (CTAVG) and the standard deviation of cycle time (CTSTD) under different throughput levels (TH).
Cycle time performance emerges as the number one performance metric in semiconductor industry (Fowler and
Robinson 1995). The major benefits of reducing average
cycle time include reducing the overall response time to
customers; and carrying less work in process (WIP) level.
The standard deviation of cycle time is a measure of how
spread out a cycle time distribution is. Reducing the standard deviation of cycle time also has intrinsic benefits. It
can imply smaller WIP and finished goods inventory for a
given cycle time level; it also improves the predictability
and service level of the system.
3.6

Simulation Experiments

The simulation experiments are organized into 5 cases as
described in Table 4.
Case
1
2
3
4
5

Table 4: Simulation cases
Part Type
Availability
Part 1
90%
Part 1,2
90%
Part 1-5
90%
Part 1-5
80%
Part 1-5
80%

Proc Time
Deterministic
Deterministic
Deterministic
Deterministic
Uniform

For each case, the relative effect of the considered release control methodologies is tested under five throughput
levels. Cases 1--3 consider the issue of product mix. Case 4
tests the impact of machine availability. The issue of processing time variability is addressed in Case 5.
The length for each simulation run is 2400 hours, in
which the beginning 400 hours are considered as the
warm-up period. The average values of 10 replications are
presented as the results. The statistical analysis is performed using the paired student’s t-test with a 95% confidence level.
3.7

Simulation Results and Analysis

Table 5 lists the percentage improvements of the evaluated
closed-loop release methodologies over UNIF in this simulation study.
Relative to an open-loop release methodology such as
UNIF, the appropriate choice of a closed-loop release control methodology can significantly improve the system performance in terms of both the average cycle time and the
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Case

1

2

3

4

5

Table 5: Percentage improvements of closed-loop release methodologies over UNIF
CONWIP
WR
StnLoad
WIPLCtrl
Factors
TH
CTAVG CTSTD CTAVG CTSTD CTAVG CTSTD CTAVG CTSTD
Considered
(%)
(%)
(%)
(%)
(%)
(%)
(%)
(%)
(%)
85
11
46
-3
4
-108
-71
20
52
90
8
50
-1
9
-96
-65
18
56
Congestion
95
4
52
1*
13
-67
-56
18
58
level
98
-4
48
2*
15
-49
-52
18
57
100
33
66
44
50
26
19
45
73
85
33
73
42
73
-21
45
39
79
90
49
83
54
84
15
66
52
87
Product mix;
Congestion
95
48
74
56
82
42
68
62
85
level
98
36
67
58
81
48
73
66
87
100
35
64
60
80
45
72
64
84
85
20
62
33
54
-27
28
35
70
90
29
64
37
56
1*
51
41
77
Product mix;
Congestion
95
10
54
28
49
4
56
32
72
level
98
7
47
20
47
3
46
19
63
100
28
55
46
63
34
63
45
72
85
-12
16
6
15
-8
14
5
33
Unreliability;
90
0
23
14
23
2*
27
19
50
Product mix;
95
14
36
22
29
16
38
28
50
Congestion
98
31
51
31
51
34
56
38
64
level
100
38
58
44
59
48
65
51
70
85
-16
18
0
8
-10
28
-2*
37
Proc
time
90
-7
24
-11
10
-14
23
-4
34
variability;
Unreliability;
95
-4
17
9
25
-4
20
17
35
Product mix;
98
22
24
29
26
18
31
35
43
Congestion
100
31
28
39
36
29
37
50
53

*: Not statistically significant;
TH: Normalized Throughput = (Achieved Throughput / Best Expected Throughput) * 100%
CTAVG: Average Cycle Time; CTSTD: Standard Deviation of Cycle Time
Percentage Improvement over UNIF = (1 Achieved Performance/ UNIF Performance)*100%

The advantage of WIPLCtrl should attribute to the characteristic of WIPLOAD, which can achieve more efficient
response to system stochastic events by taking into considering the remaining processing times of the jobs in the system, so that WIPLCtrl can compensate for more system
disturbances and reduce the unexpected WIP accumulation
to some extent. Therefore, WIPLCtrl can be considered as
an efficient job release methodology for a manufacturing
system with high output and variability levels. Meanwhile,
WIPLCtrl is not restricted by the issue of identification of
the bottleneck machine of a production line

play silicon foundries, providing advanced technology wafer manufacturing services for the global semiconductor
industry.
4.1

Model Description

The manufacturing system studied in this case study possesses all the characteristics and complexities of a typical
wafer fab. There are 511 machines involved. A total of 37
products are produced, belong to 7 product categories.
Each prodcut has an individual processing route. The operation step of each part type strictly follows its real-life
process, which usually consists of 200 to 300 steps. The
raw processing times range from 200 hrs to 400 hrs. Diverse equipment characteristics are considered. For example, batch processing machines are simulated, where a
number of lots are processed simultaneously as a batch.
The time interval that a multi-capacity machine wait before
processing a subsequent batch and the time interval that a
machine must wait before inducing a new piece for processing are modeled. The workstations are located at 23 ar-

4 CASE STUDY
To further evaluate the performance of WIPLCtrl, the assumptions of the simplified wafer fab model presented
above are relaxed by simulating a real-life wafer fab of
Chartered Semiconductor Manufacturing (Chartered) using
AutoSchedTM AP. The performance of WIPLCtrl is compared with that of CONWIP and UNIF. Chartered, founded
in 1987 in Singapore, is one of the world’s top three pure-
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capital investments and sales revenue of semiconductor
manufacturing.
Table 6: Case study simulation results
Output Output
CTAVG CTSTD
Release
Level
(lots)
(hrs)
(hrs)
431.72
122.95
Low
43282.7
(±7.06)
(±2.75)
UNIF
687.40
211.09
High
45530.1
(±34.37) (±12.67)
426.63
105.84
Low
43294.6
(±3.80)
(±1.02)
CONWIP
590.54
138.52
High
45622.2
(±1.28)
(±1.17)
408.60
98.49
Low
43296.9
(±1.02)
(±0.64)
WIPLCtrl
543.18
123.66
High
45625.4
(±1.80)
(±1.06)

eas. The transportation times between these areas are taken
into account. Both preventive maintenance (PM) and unscheduled breakdowns are simulated. There are five levels
of scheduled maintenance for the workstations including
weekly, monthly, quarterly, half-yearly and yearly PM.
The unpredictable breakdowns are assumed to be exponentially distributed with the mean values estimated according
to the historical data. However, in this model, the issue of
operator availability is not considered, and job rework is
not modeled
4.2

Model Verification and Validation

To verify the simulation model, the program is checked
and debugged carefully. The technique of “trace” is also
used. The “correlated inspection approach” (Law and Kelton 2000) is utilized to validate the model. Historical data
from the actual fab are collected. By comparing the outputs
of the actual fab and the simulation model in terms of fab
outputs and cycle time performance, the model is considered to be accurate enough.
4.3

Table 7: Percentage improvements of WIPLCtrl
Over UNIF (%)
Over CONWIP (%)
Output
Level
CTAVG
CTSTD
CTAVG
CTSTD
Low
5
20
4
7
High
21
41
8
11

Experimental Results

In this case study, two output levels are considered, which
are referred to as low and high output levels respectively.
The simulation results are the average values of ten independent replications. The simulation length for each run is
three years (25,920 hrs), in which the beginning half a year
(4320 hrs) is considered as warm-up period. Note that the
wafer start volumes and the outputs of the simulation
model presented here are not the real numbers used in
Chartered due to the confidentiality of data.
Table 6 shows the simulation results with standard
errors, which indicate that the system performance of the
wafer fab can be significantly improved by an appropriate
choice of release control methodology. WIPLCtrl
outperforms UNIF and CONWIP in terms of both the
mean and the variance of cycle time for a given output
level. The improvement of WIPLCtrl becomes more
significant when the system is operating at a relatively high
output level. From the industrial practice point of view,
this is an important meritorious characteristic of WIPLCtrl
since wafer fabs are usually expected to be operating at a
high output level so that the system capacity can be fully
utilized.
Table 7 lists the percentage improvements of WIPLCtrl
over UNIF and CONWIP on average cycle time and
standard deviation of cycle time. Paired student’s t-test is
used to do the statistical analysis with a 95% confidence
level. These improvements can also be understood as the
improvements on throughput for a given cycle time level.
The advantage of WIPLCtrl could potentially lead to a
considerable amount of increased benefits due to the
reduced costs and the increased revenue, given the large

5 CONCLUSIONS
Job release control has a significant impact on wafer fab
performance. In this paper, we proposed a new job release
methodology, WIPLCtrl. The main idea is to maintain
“system WIPLOAD” at a specified level by controlling the
release of new jobs into the system. “System WIPLOAD”
is proposed to measure the workload of the overall shop
floor, taking into account the distribution of jobs along the
production line with the involvement of their remaining
processing times. The performance of WIPLCtrl is evaluated in a stimualtion study on a simplifed wafer fab model.
A case study is also conducted by simulating a real-life wafer fab. The results of the simulation experiments indicate
that WIPLCtrl could efficiently improve the cycle time
performance for a given throughput level in comparison
with WR, CONWIP, StnLoad, and UNIF. This benefit can
also be understood as the improvement on system productivity for a given cycle time level. Moreover, WIPLCtrl is
observed to bring more performance improvement when
the system is operating on a relatively high throughput
level. The performance of WIPLCtrl is reliable with the increase of variability in a manufacturing system.
WIPLCtrl is looked upon as an effective and reliable
release control methodology for semiconductor wafer fabs.
First, WIPLCtrl can be easily implemented in a wafer fab
environment; the data needed can be collected by the computer-integrated-manufacturing system. By setting the reference WIPLOAD level, the manufacturing manager is
able to control the workload level of the system, and con-
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sequently to obtain an expected system output level. Secondly, it was observed that the performance of WIPLCtrl is
reliable with the increase in the variability in the manufacturing system it is applied. A typical semiconductor manufacturing is extremely complex and highly dynamic with
the involvement of multiple product types with different
processes and hundreds of unreliable machines. Under this
circumstance, a release control methodology possessing
reliable responsiveness and robustness to system disturbances such as WIPLCtrl is preferable. Moreover, the
product types present in a wafer fab greatly vary with the
oscillations of customer demand. Equipment is often out of
service for scheduled maintenance or unpredictable breakdowns. Therefore system bottleneck machine can appear at
different plances at different times, especially from the
shor-term production control perspective. This practical
issue constrains the implementation of the bottleneckbased release methodologies such as WR because any mistake in identifying the bottleneck equipment will significantly deteriorate the system performance.
Our ongoing work is to study a multi-stage WIPLCtrl
problem. The manufacturing process can be divided into
multiple stages, for each stage WIPLCtrl is used to control
the workload level.
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